
We have  

caps,  
headbands  
and row after row of 

adorable embellishments—
everything you need to  
craft the perfect hat for  

your little monkey!
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heads up, baby
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

Cap That!
Our trendy crocheted caps 

come in a variety of  tot-sized 
colors. You’ll turn them into 
kiddie couture by adding the 

embellishment of  your choice!  
We carry an unbelievable 

selection of  looks.

« Clip on a ready-made daisy…and  
go! And when she wants a style 
change, remove the flower and clip  
on something new!

   Double up on our ready-to-go 
embellishments for one-of-a-kind 
style. Both bow and flower are 
mounted on simple alligator clips.

«

» Stack up  
vintage-style 
crocheted 
flowers and a 
pretty acrylic 
gem. Then tie 
it all together 
with simple 
coordinating 
ribbon.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.



« bow band She’s making 
headway with a headband! This 
ready-to-embellish accessory 
has a specially designed loop to 
accommodate our vast selection of 
clip-on embellishments. Tip: The 
cute zebra bow is all about “clip and 
go.” But feel free to add your own 
touches. We went for a rosette and 
ribbon combo, hot glued into place.

   baby bloom Make a 
crocheted headband a canvas for 
your handmade accessories! This 
simple fabric rosette was a cinch 
to stitch together—you’ll find 
the cutie-pie stripe in the Fabric 
Department. We secured our flower 
to a simple alligator clip and…voilà!

« feather head 
What’s the feather in this 
little lady’s cap? It’s a ready 
to go flower-meets-feathers 
embellishment. We jazzed it up 
with a felt circle and a dainty 
pearl. Love the coordinating 
rickrack border? It’s iron-on trim!

«

   game plan
The game plan? It’s simple! We’ll 
start with a baby-sized baseball 
cap. Then we’ll take one for the 
team with bright, embroidered 
monograms and a sporty football 
appliqué. They’re all iron-ons! 

glamo camo » 
We blinged up this itty-bitty 
baseball cap with a dazzling  
iron-on transfer. The girly 
rhinestone letters say “Little 
Princess.” And for a little extra 
shine? We went for a row of  
heat-set gems. 

«

   gotta fly This little guy loves 
anything that flies! That’s why his  
headgear is decked with a hip airplane 
appliqué. The iron-on jet is paired with a 
camouflage monogram, traced and cut  
from an easy-to-use transfer sheet. 

«


